BRYN MAWR COLLEGE CLASSICS COLLOQUIUM
FALL SCHEDULE 2020

SEPTEMBER 11  ROCKI WENTZEL, Augustana University
“Technological Humanity in Blade Runner 2049”

SEPTEMBER 18  “News from Abroad: Reports From the Field”

SEPTEMBER 25  LISA RAPHALS, University of California, Riverside
“Gendered Skill: Chinese and Greek Skill-Knowledge Analogies from Archery and Weaving”

OCTOBER 2  DENISE DEMETRIOU, University of California, San Diego
“Living Between Two Worlds: Phoenician Immigrants in Fourth-Century BCE Athens”

OCTOBER 9  THEODORA JIM, University of Nottingham
“Salvation on Earth: Soteria and Saviour Gods in Ancient Greece”

OCTOBER 16  CHRISTELLE FISCHER-BOVET, University of Southern California
“The Power of Statues: Constructing Imperial Narratives in Ptolemaic Egypt”

OCTOBER 23  PATRICIA EUJJI KIM, New York University
“Making the Queenly Body in the Hellenistic World”

OCTOBER 30  AIMEE GENOVA, Center for Hellenic Studies, Harvard University
“The Heraklion Archaeological Museum and What Never Came To Be: The Venetian Loggia and its Abandoned Plans”

NOVEMBER 6  MAGGIE POPKIN, Case Western Reserve University
“Imagining the Roman Empire Through Its Souvenirs”

NOVEMBER 13  THE AGNES MICHEL’S LECTURE
sponsored by the Graduate Students in the Department of Greek, Latin & Classical Studies
FREDERICK AHL, Cornell University
“The Case of the Trojan Tower: Seneca Solves a Virgilian Mystery”

DECEMBER 4  DOUGLAS CAIRNS, University of Edinburgh
“Homer, Aristotle, and the Nature of Compassion”

DECEMBER 11  MARY NORRIS
“Intrepid Women Travelers in Greece”

All Colloquia will take place on Friday afternoons via Zoom, starting at 4:30 pm (ET).
Please pre-register for the Zoom Session at
https://www.brynmawr.edu/classics/colloquia-and-events
For information call 610-526-5198; or email ocardona@brynmawr.edu.
Free and open to the public | www.brynmawr.edu/classics